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Fig1: A snippet of AHA credit application dashboard 

Introduction

American Heart Association (AHA), the nation’s oldest and largest voluntary 
organization is dedicated to fighting heart disease and stroke with 90 years of life 
saving history, and improving heart health and reducing deaths from cardiovascular 
diseases and stroke. AHA has more than 33 million volunteers and supporters as 
well as more than 3,400 employees. To handle its rapidly growing customer base, 
AHA has now transformed its credit services to digital with Emagia. 

The initiative is aimed at accelerating customer credit approvals 
and onboarding time, while reducing manual efforts in credit 
processing.
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Objective

With the emergence of AHA’s new web commerce 
site, AHA decided to offer its services to individuals 
or organizations. An additional convenience of 
requesting line of credit was offered to 
organizations. This was the first time AHA got into 
the credit portfolio and they chose to partner with 
Emagia, a leading digital credit solution company, to 
provide a seamless service to their valuable 
customers.

AHA now uses Emagia’s end-to-end digital credit 
processing solution that includes:

Emagia Solution:

• Digital online credit application

• Digital trade and bank reference check mechanism

• Rules based automated credit decisioning process

• Manual intervention on system approved or rejected cases

• Mobile responsive credit application

• ADA compliant credit application forms

• Integration with Experian credit bureau reports for scoring

• Automated approval letters

• Configured time frame

• CSV export report

Fig 2: Screenshot 1 from AHA Webstore

Fig 3: Screenshot 2 from AHA Webstore
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Integration with Experian credit bureau reports for scoring: We have integrated with 
Experian bureau successfully. All the required bureau parameters get auto populated in 
Emagia’s Credit workbench environment. If there are multiple matches in bureau 
database, Emagia will allow credit analysts to appropriate business from list of similar.

Automated approval letters: We sending automated customized approval and denial 
letters to the customers depending on the scores and other parameters.

Configured time frame: Option to send approval letters to customers as per configured 
time frame. This gives enough time to the credit analyst to validate the credit information.

CSV export report: CSV export feature has been provided for uploading the data in AHA’s 
new ecommerce system.

Emagia delivers AI-powered fintech platform for receivables and treasury aimed to modernize finance operations for the digital 

age. Over a decade, Emagia has delivered highly innovative and award-winning order-to-cash automation platforms for global 

finance, F&A shared services, and BPO organizations. 

Digital trade and bank reference check mechanism: All key data points were made 
available to the client with a single click that includes invoices, sales, shipping, contract 
details, contact information, payment trends and available credit. This, coupled with an 
easy-to-use task-oriented workspace, makes collectors hyper efficient.

Rules based automated credit decisioning process: The system has been configured as 
per the rules provided by AHA team in order to get appropriate decisioning on credit 
cases.

Manual intervention on system approved or rejected cases: Credit analysts have been 
given the capability to manually edit the decisions made on credit cases.

Mobile responsive credit application: Most of the AHA customers use mobile devices to 
access the application. We have made the online credit application mobile responsive in 
order to cater to such customers to provide them an excellent user experience.

Digital online credit application: A highly customized digital credit application form with 
automated field validations and digital signatures is created. 

ADA compliant credit application forms: It is important that the application is accessible 
to everyone in order to provide equal access and equal opportunity to people with 
disabilities. Keeping that as priority, AHA online credit application form has been made 
WCAG compliant.
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